VELAMMAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, PANCHETTI

**Utkraanti 17**

A National Level Championship

**Held On**

Sept 1 & 2 2016

**Workshop on Automobile**

Cash Prize Worth INR 1 Lac @ Final Round

**Registration Fee**

Rs.1000

**Attractions**

- Hands on sessions
- Certificate to each participant
- Free Internship to the Winner
- Participants will be invited for Grand Finale at IIT

**Contact Details**

- Mr. E. Siva Kumar | Mob: 989128650 (Faculty coordinator)
- Mr. R. Nishant Sharma | Mob: 9677090891 (Student coordinator)
- Mr. S.K. Kumaravelan | Mob: 8148950067 (Student coordinator)

**Workshop Highlights**

- Working Principle
- Vehicle Dynamic
- Aerodynamics
- Engine Assembly
- Parts Design

**Racing Car Design**

organized by Wingfotech Pvt. Ltd.
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